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Everstart 3a smart battery charger maintainer lo

My battery is completely depleted because it allows her to sit down for a few months like. So, I went to Walmart and bought a Smart Charger Ever Plus and support (jet fee 3A). When connected and turned on, the charger does not display Lo or give me an error code. What it does shows the number 8, where the battery capacity is. I'm
trying to figure out what that means, but I wasn't lucky. Does anyone know? TIAUpdate: I went to perform some work while I was in this relationship, and when I came back, nothing appeared on the capacity indicator. But the green light still shows 12V for volts. I realize that the battery can be dead and can not be saved, as this is more
than probably the original battery from 2001.Page 2Placed byu / [deleted]1 year ago 17 comments works great. It's kind of like something to forget. It works great. Cheap. Very portable. Useful? December 17, 2018I need a battery support shelf for battery storage and I will not pay 400 plus for the charger. At just over 120, I managed to
create 6 bank support setups for battery storage. They work great for that purpose. They won't charge car batteries well if they're heavy, but they'll keep them at full charge. I have the charger for 200 amplifiers to charge them to full charge, and then the full charges will be retained. It works great, and for about 20 everyone, well worth the
investment!! Useful? November 20, 2018Work great for my classic Corvette and keep the battery well. If it needs a little charging, because the alarm on it in the garage will jump on you when you get close to the car or open one of the garage doors. so after 3 weeks of this, and mine on board read that is noticeable when you look out the
window has fallen to 10.3 volts. and load it with 12.4-12.8. I'il buy three more for Keum Keum, Tractor and Zero Turn. I got another one for my big tractor. I love this one, so I bought the 25A Ever charger to quickly charge the battery of other cars we have. Useful? They work great to keep batteries on top when stored in winter. I have five
of them and they all work great. Useful? November 25, 2020, I bought four of these for more distant snowbirds. My grandson lives on our farm all year round, but does not use our equipment while we are on snowbirds in winter. So using those in the last 5 years, everything from UTV, lawnmower, SUV and zero-stroke lawnmower has
worked well. Before that, we had to buy new batteries every year. Also give up batteries in the middle of summer. These work very well. Btw code 01 thrown code can be because you do not change it from 6v to 12v by pressing the small button! A lot of people don't do that and just throw it away. Read the book, haha! Nice little charger.
12v Battery must have some charge in it to work. Useful? 15 January 2018if you are trying to recharge the dead car battery and is unable to get partial charging before connecting it, it will not work. Page 6 of the instructions makes it clear that this is suitable for MAINTAINING automatic batteries and charging smaller batteries. My battery
from the suburbs was dead to the point that my inner lights didn't light up at all. No doorbell with the keys, no fee. When I pinned this, I rotated the error code F01 for a few seconds. This code says that there is either something active battery drain or that the battery is too big and has too little charge for this to get the job done. And then I
started Suburbia in my wife's car and let her move for 20 minutes to recharge. Then I hooked up the charger back. It immediately displays LO, which means that the battery has a low charge below 50% capacity. Promising. I came back 30 minutes later and the charger read 50%. He was charging the battery! It was for bed, so I left and
went to bed. The next morning the LED was green and the battery was fully charged. Do your job! Read the instructions, people. It's a good little charger as long as your battery isn't completely dead and you have a few hours to wait. Useful? January 15, 2018, I left one of my car lights for 48 hours and the battery was so dead That I
couldn't unlock the car without going back to the old school and putting the key in the door. Then the exhausted battery sat for 16 days while I was out of town. I bought one of these chargers, looking for a cheap fix, hoping I could charge my battery, which is five years old. I took out the battery, put it in there and hooked up the charger to
it. He read Lo for nine hours before coming to 60% charged, six hours after that it was up to 90% and then press Ful about half an hour later. So it took a total of 15 1/2 hours to charge my battery, which probably didn't have juice when I hooked it up for charging. If you're in a hurry it's probably not a unit for you, but if you have time and are
looking for a cheap triyle charger (says that on the box), it's a decent buy. Useful? March 6, 2017Will give five stars, but have used it only once on the day of purchase. I made her charge the battery of my second car, which hadn't been driven in weeks. The battery was completely depleted. Plugged into the charger and it immediately
started the process. I knew it would take a while to fully charge. In about 5 hours LED showed 60%. Leave it overnight and this morning the battery was fully charged. You'll definitely connect it periodically to make sure my spare cars are working. All the things that are taken into account will probably upgrade to five stars in a few months.
It seems to be an excellent product for the price. Useful? December 4, 2020is need a device guide without having to add an extension to my Chrome Browser. Alarms turn off in my head when I'm asked to add extensions to Chrome. If it would be nice if Walmart could provide Guide. 2000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Useful?
November 24, 2020This died after 6 months and left my battery dead when I returned home from abroad. Error code 888, which means the cable guard is burnt. We spent a little more on the NOCO Genius 5, which seems to be higher quality, based on reviews. Useful? December 8, 2017It shows this F01 as other people who mentioned,
I just freaked it out for a few minutes and turned it back on and loaded it normally. Also with the guide I had acquired with the original box when I bought this product clearly shows the code and problems to fix them on page 9 of the brochure. Useful? October 26, 2017 I was looking for a combined charger/battery to support my classic car,
so I bought this one, an Everstart 3A Smart Charger &amp;. Unfortunately, it doesn't really charge the battery as long as it maintains the existing level. The woman left the lights in our car overnight and the car, of course, did not react. I turned off the lighting switch, took one meter and measured the battery voltage, getting a reading of
4.5VDC, so I took this charger from the garage and hooked it according to the instructions. The display showed 90, and the LED light below the charger's 12V text lit up green. 3 hours later I checked the charger and showed F01, which I took to be an error code. I checked the manual and there is no explanation f0r F01. Then I cut off the
charger and measured the battery voltage, only to find it was still at 4.5VDC, which means the charger did nothing. Then I took a standard 1-amp charger from another manufacturer and hooked it up, then set a timer for 4 hours later. When I came back, I measured the battery voltage (after turning off the 1-amp standard charger) and
found it was 12.2VDC. At this point, I reconnected the Everstart Smart Charger &amp;maintainer to the battery. The display again showed 90, so I left the charger in place at night. In the morning, I checked things and the display showed LO. I interrupted the charger and checked the battery voltage and it is 12.8VDC. I also noticed the
smell of hot electronics coming from this charger when I checked. This is not a good indication, as this means that the electronics used to read the voltage and the charging current adjustment/application to the battery are overloaded. Usually this condition is due to the undersized radiator radical of these components and/ or by a design
that leaves too little current / voltage, which will reduce the durability of the product due to overheating in use. Please note that this is speculation, as I have not opened the dwellings of this product to confirm my suspicions, thereby cancelling my warranty. Conclusions: This charger will not charge a battery up to a standard voltage, the
battery is under a certain voltage, which is probably below 90% of the 12VDC 12VDC standard battery is 13.8VDC). Connecting this charger will not result in battery results below this threshold. This charger will charge the battery and keep it at a sustainable level if the voltage is above the minimum voltage threshold. Recommendation: I
would not recommend this as a basic slow charger if you happen to dilute your battery and need to charge from this low level back to the correct operating voltage. You'll need an additional charger to restore voltage in a range that will allow this Smart Charger to function as a charger/support. Qualification - I have been a degreed
electronics / electrical design and development of engineer in the industry for more than 20 years. I used fluke 87 Digital Volt/Ohm multi-meter to measure the performance of this product with reasonable accuracy. Useful? January 20, 2020Part of my work is buying and directing the maintenance of large battery banks, from 3,800 to 8,000
lbs. Includes any type of battery chemistry. To maintain the battery of other jet chargers I would put it on a charging timer at 10 minutes intervals 4 times a day. The reason is that charging at high speed (such as 13.7 volts) causes positive plates to grow and cause the active material to lose contact with the grid, and also to accelerate
dendry growth, shortening the plates. This charger starts with a 13.7 volt charge. It senses that the battery is fully charged and stops continuous charging. From what I can say, it periodically applies a voltage test to determine the current that the battery will accept and how much charging is needed for maintenance. I like this charger to
support the charger, and for the price. Useful? June 10, 2020A few f of those for the use of warehouse equipment were bought. One moves on a lawnmower ride in the autumn, one stays on a generator all year round, so it is always ready to start, one moves in winter, one of the wife's FJ cruiser, which is rarely driven, etc. They work
perfectly, keeping the batteries fully charged through 1 complicated enough and cycling when not needed. Useful? June 15, 2017 Most of this charges my battery, I just don't think it's strong enough for batteries that are too weak... I also think there is guilt in it somewhere because I will read Lo then jump to 90 then error code completely
confusing .... Useful? September 2, 2017This charged my battery on my 14 Corvette. It was below 50%. It took a few hours and it was fully loaded and then kept it all winter, here at NYS. Useful? May 10, 2018Do battery support, not all chargers do this. Low towing when not charging. It works perfectly - shows 60, 70, 80, 90, fully charged.
Handles 6V &amp; 12 V. Less than $20, very hard to beat. I would recommend this 3Amp charger. Useful? January 6, 2020RETURNED It works to keep the battery at about 11.5v. This does not enough to allow the motor to turn around. I tried several different boot settings, but nothing works. It It starts charging at 13.7v, but eventually
settles around 11.5v. He came back and went with another charger. Useful? January 24, 2020This unit is well worth the money. I use it on a boat to maintain a backup battery in case of a power failure. It's working great so far. I needed something to keep charging with restarts once the AC current is restored when we change the
generators. That's the ticket. And it works great for power for an hour meters, set on the oil pressure switches of the main engines. A lot of uses. Useful? April 8, 2017dont know what is error f01 .and what to do when displayed. Can you send me another Manuel? Manuel?
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